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ABSTRACT

Salient findings and interpretations from the CanIMPACT clinical cancer research study are visually represented in two synthesis maps for the purpose of communicating an integrated presentation of the study to clinical cancer researchers and policymakers. Synthesis maps integrate evidence and expertise into a visual narrative for knowledge translation and communication. A clinical system synthesis map represents the current Canadian primary care and cancer practice systems, proposed as a visual knowledge translation from the mixed-methods CanIMPACT study to inform Canadian clinical research, policy, and practice discourses. Two synthesis maps, drawn together from multiple CanIMPACT investigations and sources, were required to articulate critical differences between the clinical system and patient perspectives. The synthesis map of Canada-wide clinical cancer systems illustrates the relationships between primary care and the full cancer continuum. A patient-centred map was developed to represent the cancer (and primary care) journeys as experienced by breast and colorectal cancer patients.
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INTRODUCTION

The CanIMPACT initiative (Canadian Team to Improve Community-Based Cancer Care along the Continuum) is a comprehensive research program to improve cancer care by identifying and supporting interventions and support for cancer patients in primary care. The objectives and activities of CanIMPACT are described in detail elsewhere.

The Strategic Innovation Lab at OCAD University developed synthesis maps to represent CanIMPACT’s research findings and proposed interventions as a visual knowledge translation tool to communicate salient and systemic issues in the Canadian cancer system to clinical cancer researchers. Early in development, we recognized that a single clinically-oriented system map representing cancer care for the breast and colorectal sites would not sufficiently represent a patient orientation to cancer care and survivorship. Two synthesis maps were therefore developed: a clinical map visualizing the CanIMPACT study, models, and interventions; and a patient map developed in consultation with the patient advisory committee (PAC), who as cancer survivors and patient or family representatives, provided lived-experience perspectives to the study.

METHODS

The synthesis maps were developed using a qualitative design research methodology, informed by an interpretivist (critical) approach to analysis and information design. Synthesis mapping, based on Sevaldson’s Gigamap design method, has been uniquely developed by OCAD University as a technique for the visual interpretation of research evidence, useful in knowledge translation to frame critical issues in health care and scientific domains. Those domains require visualizations that meaningfully present multiple perspectives of the evidence in coherent graphical narratives, enabling understanding and discourse between stakeholders in a field.

Over 6 months, a team of three health care design researchers developed 2 synthesis maps with advice from...
the CanIMPACT research team and the PAC. The method consisted of 5 stages:

- **Domain and Literature Review** A scoping review of the CanIMPACT study and its references was conducted. Continuous searches informed emergent questions for representing mapping decisions.

- **Expert Interviews and Content Analysis, with Visual Notetaking** The CanIMPACT qualitative study, the casebook survey of cancer initiatives, and administrative data sub-study reports were analyzed, guided by interviews with study area leads.

- **Knowledge Synthesis to Design Maps in Stages** In collaborative sessions, maps were hand-sketched to represent salient findings drawn from content analyses.

- **Peer Critique of Electronic and Print Maps** Structured critiques of the maps were held with the CanIMPACT and PAC experts at key stages of map development.

- **Iterative Map Design** The clinical map was developed first, in stages that adhered to the method. The necessity for a patient-centred map was discovered during the peer critique step.

   Expert interviews were conducted, recorded, and documented during remote and in-person sessions with seven CanIMPACT research leads. The interviews covered the relevant CanIMPACT findings, clinical contexts, and specialist insights. Interviews were staged additively, starting with the qualitative study and finishing with specialist interviews to guide continuous map design. Content was analyzed by coding interviews according to CanIMPACT study categories and by making cross-comparisons across transcripts. We determined that, to congruently represent a patient-oriented context and experience, a patient-centred map was necessary to complement the clinical map. Based on PAC feedback, we adopted a humanistic visual style, vernacular language, and nonlinear patient narratives to encompass a range of complex relationships and variables indicative of cancer experiences. The iterative mapping process supported continuous feedback for progressive model-formation and agreement between the CanIMPACT stakeholders.

   Synthesis maps are portable; typically, they consist of printed posters and digital documents that provide accessible entry points for discussion and analytical inquiry with stakeholders of research knowledge, including primary care physicians, cancer clinical specialists, and clinical service professionals (for example, service designers, functional programmers). Synthesis mapping supports the Canadian Institutes of Health Research definition of knowledge translation as “a dynamic and iterative process that includes synthesis, dissemination, exchange and ethically-sound application of knowledge to improve the health of Canadians, provide more effective health services and products and strengthen the health care system”4. The use intent of the synthesis map supports knowledge creation functions, involving inquiry, synthesis, and the creation of knowledge products5. As knowledge products, the synthesis maps serve all phases of the knowledge-to-action cycle, being visual references across the body of review and research and an index to salient issues identified by the researchers.

**RESULTS**

The CanIMPACT research findings are in press1 and have been presented at conferences, but are not elaborated here. The synthesis map contributions are summarized next.

**Clinical Synthesis Map: Cancer Care Pathways in Canadian Health Care**

The clinical map (Figure 1) visually represents breast and colorectal cancer care processes for all Canadian provincial and territorial systems. A roadmap metaphor illustrates a system-wide view of patient flow through the stages of cancer care. Green “road signs” identify clinical cancer stages in the roadmap: Pre-Diagnosis, Peri-Diagnosis, Diagnostic Interval, Diagnosis, Treatment, Rehabilitation, Aftercare, and Survivorship (with Palliative Care expressed as an endpoint). The visual metaphor of seasonal trees visually connects those stages to the patient’s cancer journey from pre-diagnosis (summer) through treatment (winter), followed by new growth (spring) in survivorship.

The levels of primary, secondary, and tertiary care guide the vertical dimension. Information and communications technology span levels and stages, but are shown disconnected from primary care. The road-like pathways are colour-coded where the experts differentiated the breast cancer (pink) and colorectal (blue) care pathways. Where not distinguished (white), the pathways indicate current practices shared by all cancer journeys.

Yellow navigation signs indicate cancer events spanning the primary care pathways. Starting with Prevention and ending with Long-Term Care, the events mark points for primary care continuity during cancer treatment. A parallel path below the stages indicates where some patients might also use complementary or alternative therapies.

The Peri-Diagnosis and Diagnostic Interval pathways reveal significant areas of complexity generalized across cancer care. A patient might be screen-detected (and then present to a family physician, shown in the breast cancer pathway) or might initially be diagnosed in primary care (white pathway). The circular pathways in the diagnostic cycle suggest multiple possible tests within primary care. With a primary care diagnosis, patients are referred and flow to secondary or tertiary cancer care. The stages of intake—biopsy, pathology, and confirmed diagnosis—are shown, and the complex pathways of cancer treatment are shown on the map in a typical—though not definitive—order of surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy, and continuing treatment to assessment of outcome.

The discharge cycle reveals another function in which decision complexity emerges, involving continuity of care planning, transfer to primary care, or re-entry to cancer therapy upon recurrence. The end pathways show long-term care, palliative care, and end-of-life care, representing other consequential transitions from survivorship.

Two inset figures describe anticipated systemic problems arising in the stages. In Diagnosis, an archetypal pattern known as “shifting the burden” appears with a
Diagnostic Delay, wherein delays in diagnosis might erode patient trust in the physician. The delay is experienced by patients as physician-caused, because they have no insight into the causes of the perceived delay. The absence of physician communication during this period might diminish self-care, because patients lack guidance during the interval. On the right side, another inset shows Survivorship Population Effects. In this proposed systemic effect, increasingly effective treatment over time increases the survivor population, significantly increasing the patient load in primary care for patients with multiple comorbid chronic needs, consistent with many aging cancer survivors. Summary statistics at the bottom of the map show variations in the key variables across provinces. Stakeholders of the entire system are defined at the left; and tables of preventive, diagnostic, and treatment and survivorship strategies (from canIMPACT studies) are illustrated at the right.

**Patient Synthesis Map: The Patient As Person in Relationship-Centred Care**

The patient map (Figure 2) is a visual translation of complex human concerns in the cancer journey, as informed by the canIMPACT PAC. Taking a relationship-centred perspective, it illustrates commonly-identified patient experiences of lifestyle, social, and health practices in primary and cancer care. Hand-sketched illustrations in this map are more suggestive of the emotional narratives of patients. Statements indicative of patient concerns are associated with each clinical stage.

The map integrates multiple patient perspectives from across canIMPACT’s research with vignettes associated with two personas and their cancers: Beth (breast cancer) and Colin (colorectal cancer). Although no single map can adequately represent the range of real patient concerns and experiences across Canada, this map illustrates a range of lived experiences in cancer journeys as derived from the PAC and qualitative research.

Relationships are indicated from the centre (Patient and Family), to Friends and Workplace, and Health Care Providers. The circular bands encompass a socio-ecological system model to portray the inherent complexity in the cancer journey as a nonlinear flow between relationships within each cancer narrative. The cancer stages in the patient map can be viewed concurrently with the clinical map. The clinical map as context is suggested by the patient map’s outer band.

Given the uniquely personal and varied reactions of people, and considering the existential concern of the cancer journey, the map’s emotional representations are not intended to be representative of typical experiences, but indicative of situations that the two fictional personas might encounter. The legend shows a “bundle of emotions” image that portrays the many emotional states experienced by cancer patients, shown where emotional intensity is expected. The bundle was originally based on the Kubler-Ross stages of grief in dying. Critiques of the stage theory and internal discussions led to the current icon showing the emotional state as a blended and variable mix. Evidence for the emotional states drawn from the literature support experiential claims raised in interviews with PAC members.

**SUMMARY**

The aim of canIMPACT is to define gaps in care practices and to propose strategies that will enhance primary care capacities for cancer patients and improve integration and coordination. The maps provide an integrated representation of Canadian cancer contexts to facilitate translation of the canIMPACT study, to engage clinicians and researchers in discussion, and to communicate system-wide issues with health care policymakers. The synthesis maps were designed to support formative knowledge translation that will communicate the initial findings of the study and that can identify intervention options and gaps in knowledge. They have been used in knowledge mobilization to complement presentations of the study findings at conferences. Synthesis maps have been developed by the Strategic Innovation Lab for other clinical, health, and social policy problems, and for stakeholder applications and teaching. Perhaps the most significant value in a mapping exercise would be found in extending its disciplined methodology to the representation of clinical pathways and detailed service models for diagnosis, treatment, or full patient lifecycles.
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